Abstract. This paper studies the geometry given by the projective action of the Heisenberg group on the plane. The closed orbifolds admitting Heisenberg structures are those with vanishing Euler characteristic and singularities of order at most two, and the corresponding deformation spaces are computed. Heisenberg geometry is of interest as a transitional geometry between any two of the constant-curvature geometries S 2 , E 2 , H 2 , and regenerations of Heisenberg tori into these geometries are completely described.
Heisenberg geometry is a geometry on the plane given by translations together with shears parallel to a fixed line. This is naturally modeled as a subgeometry of real projective geometry.
Definition. Heisenberg geometry is the (G, X) geometry While not metric, Hs 2 is intimately connected to the geometries S 2 , E 2 and H 2 . Much as Euclidean space interpolates between hyperbolic and spherical geometry as Riemannian structures, it follows from [CDW14] that the Heisenberg plane is the unique geometry providing a nontrivial transition between any two constant curvature geometries modeled in RP 2 . The main results of this paper concern the moduli problem for Heisenberg orbifolds, and regenerations along the aforementioned transitions. The geometry of Hs 2 strongly controls topology: every Heisenberg orbifold is finitely covered by the torus. The space Hom(R 2 , Heis)/Heis + , and in particular the subspace X of conjugacy classes of faithful representations plays a central role in understanding the deformation space D(T ) of Heisenberg tori.
Theorem. The representation variety Hom(R 2 , Heis) is isomorphic to R 2 ×V (vy − ux) and X ∼ = R 2 + × T 2 .
The quotient map Hom(R 2 , Heis) → Hom(R 2 , Heis)/Heis + admits a section over X allowing the identification of each point in X with a particular representation and giving a parameterization R + × T 2 × R + → X . With respect to a basis a, b = Z 2 these are described (r, φ, θ, λ) → ρ (r,φ,θ,λ) with ρ (r,λ,φ,θ) (a), ρ (r,λ,φ,θ) (b) = 1 r cos φ cos θ This leads to an understanding of the entire deformation space.
Theorem. The holonomy map hol : D(T ) → X is an embedding, with image {ρ (r,φ,θ,λ) ∈ X | θ = 0}. All Heisenberg tori are complete, and D(T ) ∼ = R 3 × S 1 .
The embedding D(T ) → X identifies two algebraically distinct classes of Heisenberg structures. Translation tori arise from holonomies intersecting Heis 0 only in translations, and shear tori have holonomies containing a nontrivial shear. This algebraic distinction is is manifested geometrically through the distribution of geodesics.
Theorem. A Heisenberg orbifold O has a nontrivial shear in its holonomy if and only if all simple geodesics on O are parallel.
This dichotomy of structures is fundamental to the study regenerations of Heisenberg tori along the transitions X → Hs 2 for constant curvature geometries X. For translation tori, explicit regenerations as constant curvature cone surfaces are constructed. The failure of regeneration for shear tori follows from an analysis of limits of constant curvature cone tori, as it is shown that any such limit has intersecting closed geodesics.
Theorem. Let Σ be a Heisenberg torus, and X ∈ (S 2 , E 2 , H 2 ). Then if X t is a sequence of conjugates of X limiting to the Heisenberg plane within RP 2 , there is a sequence of X t -cone tori Σ t with a single cone point limiting to Σ if and only if Σ is a translation torus.
As an application of this work, we classify the remaining Heisenberg orbifolds and their deformation spaces. 
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Heisenberg Geometry
The stabilizer of p ∈ Hs 2 is noncompact so Hs 2 admits no invariant Riemannian metric [Thu80] . A quick computation shows that both the standard area form dA = dx ∧ dy and the 1-form dy are Heis 0 -invariant, furnishing Hs 2 with a notion of area and an invariant foliation of horizontal lines with a transverse measure. As a subgeometry of the affine plane, Hs 2 inherits an affine connection and notion of geodesic. A curve γ is a geodesic if γ = 0.
The moduli space of pairs of points in Hs 2 is given by the union of the positive x and y axes: a pair of points on the same leaf of the invariant foliation is uniquely specified up to isometry by their x separation, and any pair on different leaves are distinguished by their y separation up to translation and shears. Thus any continuous Heis-invariant function Hs 2 × Hs 2 → R factors through projection onto the leaves, precluding the existence of any continuous distance function.
The simple transitive action of Isom + (X) on UT(X) for X ∈ (H 2 , E 2 , S 2 ) limits to the simple transitive action of Heis + on UT(Hs 2 ) F for F the unit tangents to the horizontal foliation. Restricting to Heis 0 gives a simple transitive action on P(UT(Hs 2 ) F), identified with the space of pointed non-horizontal lines in R 2 . The Heisenberg plane is a conjugacy limit of S 2 , E 2 and H 2 as subgeometries of RP 2 . Recall that a Klein geometry X = (G, X) is equivalently encoded by a pair (K, G) for K a point stabilizer of the G action on G/K = X [Gol88b]. In this language (C, H) is subgeometry of (K, G) if H < G is a Lie subgroup and C = H ∩ K, and two geometries (K, G), (K , G ) are isomorphic if there is an isomorphism φ : G → G restricting to an isomorphism K → K . The space S(X) of subgeometries of X inherits the subspace topology from the Chabauty space of closed subgroups of G, [Cha50] . A geometry Z is a limit of Y in X if there is a path γ : [0, ∞) → S(X) with γ(0) ∼ = Z and γ(t) ∼ = Y for t > 0. A limit is a conjugacy limit if γ(t) = (C t , H t ) = (g t Cg −1 t , g t Hg −1 t ) for g t ∈ G. Limits of subgeometries of RP n have been studied in [Dan13] , [PA14] , and [CDW14] . A classification of the conjugacy limits of (p, q) in GL(p + q, R) in [CDW14] gives a full classification of the conjugacy limits of X ∈ (S 2 , E 2 , H 2 ) in RP 2 , with the Heisenberg plane the only common nontrivial limit. Briefly, elementary considerations show that all conjugacy limits of Isom(X) are conjugate to limits under conjugation by diagonal matrices, and the identity component of any algebraic subgroup of GL(n, R) is computable by exponentiating the limiting Lie algebra. The classification reduces to understanding the limits of so(3), so(2, 1) and euc(2) under conjugacy by paths A t = diag{a t , b t , 1} of diagonal matrices. If a t , b t diverge incomensurably the limit of all three constant curvature geometries is Hs
Heisenberg Structures
A geometric structure on an orbifold O is encoded via a developing pair, an immersion f : O → X called the developing map, equivariant with respect to the holonomy homomorphism ρ : π 1 (O) → G. The set of all developing pairs up to conjugacy is denoted S(O), and the deformation space D(O) is the quotient of this by the action of diffeomorphisms isotopic to the identity. Details may be found in [Cho03] , [Gol88a] . The holonomy homomorphism is fundamental to the study of geometric structures on orbifolds. More specifically [Cho03] shows projecting onto holonomy is a local diffeomorphism hol :
Each Heisenberg orbifold inherits an area form from Hs 2 , giving closed orbifolds a well defined finite total area. As the 1-form dy on Hs 2 is invariant under Heis 0 , any Heisenberg orbifold with holonomy into Heis 0 inherits a closed nondegenerate 1-form by pulling back dy in local charts. This has strong consequences for the topology of Heisenberg orbifolds, providing a direct argument that the Euler characteristic vanishes (alternatively, this follows for surfaces from [Ben60] , [Bau14] , [AF10] ).
Proposition 2.1. Every closed Heisenberg orbifold is finitely covered by a torus with holonomy in Heis 0 .
Proof. Any geometric 2-orbifold is very good, thus any closed Heisenberg orbifold O is finitely covered by a Heisenberg surface Σ, where again passing to a finite cover we may assume the holonomy takes values in Heis 0 . Thus Σ inherits a nondegenerate 1-form ω ∈ Ω 1 (Σ) from dy on Hs 2 . Choose a Riemannian metric g on Σ.
Then ω defines a non-vanishing vector field X ω by ω(·) = g(X ω , ·), and so χ(Σ) = 0. As Heis 0 acts by orientation preserving transformations, Σ is a torus.
Conjugacy classes of Z 2 representations
Fixing a group Γ, we let R(Γ) = Hom(Γ, Heis), R 0 (Γ) = Hom(Γ, Heis 0 ) and X (Γ) = R(Γ)/Heis + , X 0 (Γ) = R 0 (Γ)/Heis 0 be the sets of conjugacy classes.
Representations of Z
2 . Every Heisenberg orbifold is finitely covered by a Heisenberg torus with holonomy into Heis 0 and so we begin by studying R 0 (Z 2 ). The exponential map exp : heis → Heis is an algebraic isomorphism from the Lie algebra onto the identity component, so each ρ ∈ R 0 (Z 2 ) extends uniquely to ρ ∈ R(R 2 ) by exponentiating the span of log(ρ). Representations ρ ∈ R(R 2 ) are in 1 − 1 correspondence with Lie algebra representations via differentiation ( ρ) * ∈ Hom(R 2 , heis) and so we may freely pass from thinking about a representation ρ ∈ R 0 (Z 2 ) to its extension ρ ∈ R(R 2 ) or ρ * ∈ Hom(R 2 , heis) when convenient. Fixing a generating set a, b = Z 2 , the logarithm of evaluation on the generators gives a map ev(ρ) = (ρ * (a), ρ * (b)) identifying R 0 (Z 2 ) with a subvariety of heis × heis. The shorthand notation for a matrix (x, y | z) ∈ heis distinguishes the axis corresponding to the center, Z(Heis 0 ) = exp{(0, 0 | z)}, giving an identification of R 0 (Z 2 ) with a subset of R 6 .
With the goal of classifying Heisenberg tori, we distinguish some important subsets of R 0 (Z 2 ) ∼ = R(R 2 ). Let R c = Hom(R 2 , Z(Heis 0 )) denote the representations into the center, R = R(R 2 ) R c and R ⊂ R(R 2 ) be the set of faithful representations. Our main interest is in the conjugacy classes X = R/Heis + , which we topologize as a subquotient of X = R /Heis 0 .
Proof. The map ev : R(R 2 ) → heis 2 identifies the representation variety with the kernel of the Lie bracket. For X = (u, v | w) and
This is the product of
The variety V (uy − vx) is topologically a cone on the flat torus T 2 ⊂ R 4 ∼ = C 2 . Thus any parameterization Ψ :
, where ev(ρ (r,φ,θ, u) ) = (rΨ(φ, θ), u) ∈ R 6 . The 2 : 1 map Ψ(φ, θ) = (e iθ cos φ, e iθ sin(φ)) satisfying Ψ(φ + π, θ) = Ψ(φ, θ + π) will prove useful in future computations, giving the following parameterization of R 0 (Z 2 ).
Conjugacy Classes. The action of conjugation by Heis + on R(R 2 ) fixes the representations of R c and has one dimensional orbits on R so the quotient has a complicated non-Hausdorff topology. Restricting to R the quotient is quite nice (in fact it is a manifold).
Proposition 3.2. The quotient map R → X admits a continuous section with image
Proof. We begin by studying Heis 0 conjugacy and then consider the additional action of Heis + /Heis 0 on the quotient. Using the coordinates on R , we see ρ (r,φ,θ, u) and ρ (r ,φ ,θ , u ) are conjugate if and only if (r, φ, θ) = (r , φ , θ ) and u − u ∈ R v φ for v φ = (cos φ, sin φ). That is, conjugacy classes of representations are in bijective correspondence with pairs (rΨ(φ, θ), u) for rΨ(φ, θ) ∈ V and u ∈ R 2 /R v φ . For each φ ∈ S 1 the identification
. By the considerations above this gives a section σ of R → R /Heis 0 defined by [ρ(r, φ, θ, u)] → ρ(r, φ, θ, σ φ π φ ( u)). Thus X = R /Heis 0 is homeomorphic to its image under σ,
A unique representative is given by r > 0, λ ∈ R, φ ∈ S 1 and θ ∈ [0, π). Representations with λ = 0 are non faithful, and so the subset R/Heis 0 is identified with
The further quotient X = R/Heis + = (R/Heis 0 )/(Heis + /Heis 0 ) can be understood using the coordinates above. The group Heis + /Heis 0 ∼ = Z 2 is generated by D = diag{−1, −1, 1}, which acts by conjugation on heis negating the last column of the matrices. This is expressed in coordinates on X by
The quotient of X by this action has an orbifold structure with singular set contained in the submanifold given by λ = 0; away from here the action is free and there is a unique representative of each point with λ > 0. Thus
Deformation Space of Tori
The holonomy of a Heisenberg torus T maps into the orientation-preserving isometries so the subgroup mapping into Heis 0 corresponds to an at-most-twosheeted cover T → T with holonomy ρ ∈ R 0 (Z 2 ). Recall that all such representations extend to ρ ∈ R(R 2 ) and give an action of R 2 on Hs 2 via u → ρ( u) :
For any fixed q ∈ Hs 2 this gives an orbit map, ρ q : R 2 → Hs 2 defined by u →ρ( u).q. Distinct choices of q give maps conjugate by Heis, so the pair (ρ q , ρ) is uniquely defined up to the action of Heis.
Proposition 4.1. The map ρ q is a developing map for ρ if and only if ρ is faithful and free.
Proof. If ρ is free and faithful, then for any q ∈ Heis the orbit map
is a developing pair for a Heisenberg structure on Σ.
Conversely assume that ρ q is the developing map for a Heisenberg structure and
is open in the Heisenberg plane, so R 2 /S q is two dimensional and S q is discrete. Clearly ker ρ < S q and as log : Heis 0 → heis is a diffeomorphism, ker ρ * is discrete. Thus ker ρ * = {0} as it is a linear subspace, and exp ker ρ * = ker ρ = {I} so ρ is faithful. Faithful representations R 2 → Heis are diffeomorphisms onto their images, so
is discrete, and thus trivial as it is the intersection of two linear subspaces. But then S q itself is trivial, so ρ acts freely.
A little more thought shows these correspond directly to the complete structures.
is the holonomy of a complete Heisenberg structure if and only if ρ(Z 2 ) ⊂ Heis 0 and ρ is faithful and free.
Proof. First assume that ρ ∈ R 0 (Z 2 ) acts faithfully and freely on Hs 2 . Then the orbit map u → ρ(u).p is open for all p ∈ Heis, and thus the distinct ρ(R 2 ) orbits partition Hs 2 into a disjoint union of open sets and by connectedness Hs 2 must comprise a single orbit. Thus the developing map is a diffeomorphism onto Hs 2 and the corresponding structure is complete.
Let T be a complete Heisenberg torus with holonomy ρ. Then ρ acts faithfully and freely by orientation-preserving covering transformations on Hs 2 . As every element of diag{−1, −1, 1}Heis 0 = Heis + Heis 0 has a fixed point, ρ ∈ R 0 (Z 2 ). Also by faithfulness, ev(ρ(a)) and ev(ρ(b)) are linearly independent in heis, so log(ρ) : Z 2 → Heis, and hence ρ : R 2 → Heis are faithful. Now assume that ρ is not free, so Stab(q) < ρ(R 2 ) for some q ∈ Hs 2 . In the Lie algebra, stab(q) is a line in the plane ρ * (R 2 ), which either intersects the lattice ρ * (Z 2 ) (meaning ρ does not act freely) or is dense in the quotient ρ * (R 2 )/ ρ * (Z 2 ). In this case, there are sequences of { u n } ⊂ Z 2 such that ρ( u n ) comes arbitrarily close to stabilizing q, so ρ does not act properly discontinuously.
This reduces the classification of complete Heisenberg tori to the classification of faithful free representations of R 2 .
Proposition 4.3. Restricted to the space of complete tori, the holonomy map hol :
Proof. The faithful representations R ⊂ R(R 2 ) satisfy r = 0, λ = 0 in coordinates and ρ ∈ R acts freely if and only if ρ * (R 2 ) meets S = ∪ q∈Hs 2 stab(q) only in {0}. This condition is easy to check in the quotient π : heis → heis/Z(heis) given by
is disjoint from π(S) whenever sin θ = 0. When sin θ = 0 its easy to see that ρ * (R 2 ) ⊂ S and so freeness is equivalent to sin θ = 0 under the assumption of faithfulness. Thus the representation ρ(r, φ, θ, λ v ⊥ φ ) corresponds to a complete structure if r, λ and sin θ are all nonzero.
Furthermore by completeness there are no other tori with the same holonomy as these, so the fibers of D(T ) → X above the representations with faithful free extensions to R 2 are singletons.
Proposition 4.4. Let ρ be the holonomy of a complete Heisenberg torus T . Then any other torus with holonomy ρ is equivalent to T .
Proof. Let the complete structure on T be given by (dev, ρ) and (f, ρ) another structure with the same holonomy. Then dev −1 f : T → T is equivariant with respect to the covering transformations π 1 (T ) and so descends to a diffeomorphism φ : T → T . But φ * is the identity on fundamental groups and as the torus is a K(π, 1), φ is isotopic to the identity.
This leaves the difficult question of incomplete structures, for which the holonomy needs not be discrete nor faithful, and the developing map need not be injective. The above proposition shows we need only consider representations for which ρ q does not have an open image, and these act essentially 1-dimensionally on Hs 2 .
is not the holonomy of a complete structure, there is a fibration of the plane R → R 2 → R such that ρ leaves the fibers invariant.
Proof. The complete structures have holonomies ρ (r,φ,θ,λ) satisfying r, λ, sin θ = 0 by the above. If r = 0 then ρ ∈ R c has image in the center, and acts by horizontal translations. If sin θ = 0 then ρ acts by a combination of shears and horizontal translations; in both of these cases the action on the leaf space of the invariant foliation is trivial. Finally, if λ = 0 (so ρ is not faithful), ρ(R 2 ) has one-dimensional orbits and preserves leaf-wise leafwise the foliation of R 2 by horizontal translates of the parabola 2x sin θ = y 2 cos θ.
These cannot be the holonomies of any tori, following from a quite general fact.
Proposition 4.6. Let (G, X) be a geometry and ρ ∈ Hom(Γ, G). If there is a fiber bundle π : X → Y with noncompact base such that the induced action by ρ preserves each fiber, then ρ is not the holonomy of any (G, X) structure on any compact manifold M with π 1 (M ) = Γ.
Proof. Assume (dev, ρ) is a developing pair for such a structure on a compact manifold M and let Ω = dev( M ). We show that Ω is not open in X, and so dev cannot be a local homeomorphism, a contradiction.
Let Q ⊂ M be a compact fundamental domain for the action of Γ by covering transformations, then π(dev(Q)) is a proper compact subset of Y . In fact π(dev(Q)) = π(Ω), as if p ∈ M then p = γ.q for some q ∈ Q and so π(dev(p)) = π(dev(γ.q)) = π(ρ(γ).dev(q)) = π(dev(q)) by the assumption that ρ is fiber-preserving. Thus π(Ω) is a proper compact subset of Y , and so we may choose a u ∈ ∂π(Ω) ⊂ π(Ω) and a q ∈ Q such that π(dev(q)) = u. Now let U be any open set in X containing dev(q) Up to homotheties of the plane we may normalize r = 1 so the space of unit area Heisenberg oriented translation tori is homeomorphic to S 1 × R + . While the underlying set of translation tori is identical for both Heisenberg and Euclidean geometry, Euclidean structures are equivalent if they are conjugate by rotations and Heisenberg structures are equivalent by shears leading to non-homeomorphic "Teichmüller spaces". 
Regenerations
When a geometry Y embeds into a limit of X, some Y-structures on a manifold Σ may arise as limits of X structures on Σ. Such a Y structure is said to regenerate into X-structures. The Heisenberg plane provides a particularly interesting source for potential regenerations as the unique common limit of the constant curvature geometries. As with hyperbolic regenerations from Euclidean, [Por98] , Nil [Por02] or Sol [HPS01] in dimension three, we need to consider degenerating families of conemanifolds (and for Hs 2 in particular, cone tori).
). An X cone-surface is a surface Σ with a complete path metric that is the metric completion of an X-structure on the complement of a discrete set.
Cone surfaces with a single cone point provide enough flexibility to study regenerations while still affording substantial control. An X cone-surface Σ with cone point p gives an incomplete X-structure on Σ = Σ {p} encoded by a class of developing pairs [CHK00] . The space of all X cone-structures on Σ can be identified with the subset C X (Σ) ⊂ D X (Σ ) with metric completions Σ. The space C X (Σ) is given the subspace topology under this identification. Definition 5.2. Let Σ t be a path of X cone structures on Σ for t ∈ R + . This gives a path
, the developing pair of a projective structure on Σ which can be completed to a projective torus Σ, then Σ t converges to Σ as projective structures.
We say that a Heisenberg torus Σ regenerates to X structures if there is a sequence of X cone tori converging to Σ. Convergence of developing pairs means that there is a convergent sequence of representatives: that is, a Hs 2 surface Σ regenerates into X if there is a sequence of conjugates X t of X and along with a sequence of X t cone tori Σ t converging to Σ.
The following sections tackle the questions of which Heisenberg tori regenerate, into which geometries they regenerate, and along which paths X t → Hs 2 such regenerations exist. A combinatorial description of X-cone tori will prove useful in doing so. A marked X-parallelogram is a quadrilateral Q ⊂ X with opposing geodesic sides of equal length, equipped with a an cyclic ordering of the vertices. Such a marked paralleogram is determined by a vertex v,the geodesic lengths of the sides adjacent to v and the angle at which they meet. Thus the space of marked parallelograms P(X) ∼ = (0, D) 2 × (0, π) for constant curvature geometries X, for
2 , E 2 and D = π/κ for S 2 with curvature κ). Given two congruent oriented line segments in X there is a unique orientation preserving element of Isom(X) carrying one to the other. Identifying opposing sides of Q ∈ P(X) by orientation preserving transformations gives an X cone torus whereas identifying one pair by a glide-reflection gives an X cone Klein bottle. Perhaps more surprisingly, all X-cone surfaces arise in this way.
Proposition 5.1. Let Σ be an X cone torus with cone point p ∈ Σ and a, b loops generating π 1 (Σ, p). Then there are geodesic representatives α, β of a, b such that cutting Σ along a, b gives an X parallelogram.
Proof. As T is a compact path metric space, the loops a, b may be pulled tight relative p to length minimizing representatives α, β. These are locally length minimizing, and so X-geodesics away from p. As a, b generate π 1 (Σ, p), α and β have algebraic intersection number 1. As each is globally minimizing in its pointed homotopy class, the complement T {α ∪ β} contains no bigons. From this it follows that α ∩ β = {p}, and so cutting along α, β gives an X parallelogram Q.
The developing pair for a punctured torus given by Q ⊂ RP 2 with side pairings A, B is defined by mapping a fundamental domain in T to Q and extending equivariantly with respect to the representation π 1 (T ) = α, β | → A, B . If Q t → Q ∞ is a sequence of parallelograms converging in the Hausdorff space of closed subsets of RP 2 with sides paired by convergent sequence
then the developing maps converge on compact subsets of T and so define a convergent sequence of punctured tori (T ) t → (T ) ∞ .
Proposition 5.2. If X t is a sequence of conjugates of X converging to Hs 2 , a sequence of X t cone tori given by Q t ⊂ X t , A t , B t ∈ Isom(X t ) converge to a Heisenberg torus if Q t → Q, A t → A, B t → B in PGL(3, R) and [A, B] = I.
Proof. The triples (Q t , A t , B t ) define X t punctured tori, and hence RP 2 punctured tori for all t. As t → ∞ these converge to a punctured torus T ∞ with holonomy in Heis, and so T ∞ ∈ D(T ). As [A, B] = I the limiting holonomy factors through Z ⊕ Z and so the limiting torus can be completed to a Heisenberg torus T ∞ .
Translation Tori
Recall that a translation torus is a Heisenberg torus with holonomy ρ(Z 2 ) ⊂ Tr. These tori arise as rescaled limits of constant curvature cone tori from all three model geometries.
Theorem 6.1. Let X be one of S 2 , E 2 , H 2 realized as a subgeometry of RP 2 and X t a sequence of conjugates converging to Hs 2 . Then given any translation torus T there is a sequence of X t cone tori converging to T .
Proof. As in the computation of limits of constant curvature geometries [CDW14] , it suffices to consider only paths X t of diagonal conjugacies as any other paths are conjugate to these by orthogonal transformations.
Let T be a Heisenberg translation torus and X t → Heis a sequence of diagonal conjugacies converging to the Heisenberg plane. If X = E 2 then the developing pair for T defines an X t torus for each t, providing a constant (and thus convergent) sequence of Euclidean structures converging to the Heisenberg torus. If X ∈ {S 2 , H 2 }, let Q be an origin-centered fundamental domain for T with side pairings A, B ∈ Tr. The existence of a convergent sequence of X t cone tori T t → T follows from the following facts.
Claim 1: For large t, the quadrilateral Q defines an X t parallelogram. Claim 2: If Q is an X t parallelogram for all t and A t ∈ Isom(X t ) pairs opposing sides, A t converges as a sequence of projective transformations. Claim 3: The X t midpoints of the edges of Q converge to the Euclidean midpoints as t → ∞. Given that Q defines an X t parallelogram, there are unique side pairing transformations A t , B t ∈ Isom(X t ) giving an X t cone torus. By the second fact, these sequences of transformations converge in PGL(3, R), and as X t → Hs 2 in fact A ∞ , B ∞ ∈ Heis 0 . As Heis 0 acts simply transitively on P(UT(Hs 2 ) F), the limiting transformations are completely determined by their action on a pair p ∈ of a point on a non-horizontal line. Let − , + be a pair of opposing sides of Q, with Euclidean midpoints m − , m + . An argument in absolute geometry implies that the side pairings A t preserve the projective line λ = m − m + and so the third fact above implies that A ∞ sends the pair m − ∈ − to m + ∈ + , as well as the pair m − ∈ λ to m + ∈ λ. At least one of the lines − , λ is non-horizontal, and so this completely determines the behavior of A ∞ . As this agrees precisely with the action of the original transformation A, we have A ∞ = A and similarly for B. Thus the sequence of cone tori corresponding to the triples (Q, A t , B t ) converge to the original Heisenberg torus T as t → ∞.
Claim (1). Let Q be a affine parallelogram centered at 0 ∈ A 2 and X t → Hs 2 a sequence of diagonal conjugates of X ∈ {S 2 , H 2 }. Then for all t >> 0, Q defines an X t parallelogram.
Proof. The π-rotation about 0 ∈ A 2 represented by R = diag{−1, −1, 1} is in (3)∩(2, 1) and is invariant under diagonal conjugacy. Thus for each t, R ∈ Isom(X t ). As Q is an affine parallelogram with centroid 0, RQ = Q so there is an X t isometry exchanging opposing sides of Q. Thus if Q ⊂ X t it defines an X t parallelgoram. For X = S 2 this is always satisfied, and for X = H 2 , the domains X t limit to the affine patch and so eventually contain any compact subset.
Claim (2). The side pairings A t , B t ∈ Isom(X t ) converge in PGL(3, R).
Proof. The vertices of Q form a projective basis, and are sent to a projective basis by A t for each t which subconverges in RP 2 . It suffices to show that the limit remains a projective basis, which is is equivalent to the statement that no triangle ∆ formed by three corners of A t Q collapses in the limit, i.e.
∈ Isom(X). As C t is diagonal it acts on the affine patch A 2 by a linear transformation, which does not change the ratios of Euclidean areas so it suffices to show Area E 2 (X t ∆ t )/Area E 2 (∆ t ) → 0. The side pairing A t preserves the X t through 0 and hence so does X t .
At this point we perform distinct calculations for the cases X = H 2 and X = S 2 to bound the distortion of Euclidean area under a hyperbolic or rotation X with invariant geodesic through 0 ∈ A 2 and translation length τ within the ball B E 2 (0, ε), ε < 1.
Where c = cosh, s = sinh for X = H 2 and c = cos, s = sin for X = S 2 . As t → ∞, ∆ t = C t ∆ collapses to 0 and so the translation length τ t of X t goes to 0. Choosing a sequence ε t → 0 such that ∆ t ⊂ B E 2 (0, ε t ) the above bounds squeeze the limiting area of X t ∆ t to ∆ t by 1, thus the area of A t ∆ does not collapse in the limit.
Claim (3). Let ⊂ A 2 be a line segment and X t → Hs 2 as above. Then the X t midpoint of converges to the Euclidean midpoint.
Proof. Let = pq and m ∈ be the Euclidean midpoint. Then it suffices to show d Xt (p, m)/d Xt (m, q) → 1 as t → ∞. As previously let C t be the diagonal matrices such that C t X t C −1 t = X and t = C t , p t = C t p, etc. The projective action of C t is linear on the affine patch and scales uniformly the Euclidean lengths of segments of the same line, thus
A tedious but straightforward argument for X = H 2 shows there is a constant
As X t → Hs 2 , t collapses to 0 and we may take smaller and smaller ε so this ratio converges to 1.
Shear Tori
No Heisenberg shear surface is the limit of any sequence constant-curvature cone surfaces. The obstruction arises from the distribution of geodesics on shear tori, described below. Proof. Let O be a shear orbifold and γ a simple geodesic on O. Then O is covered by a complete torus so we identify O with Hs 2 , andthe preimage of γ under the covering with a π 1 (O)-invariant collection {γ} of lines in Hs 2 . As γ is simple these are pairwise disjoint and so parallel. Because O has a shear structure, some α ∈ π 1 (O) acts on Hs 2 by a nontrivial shear, which alters the slope of all nonhorizontal lines. Thus, {γ} is a subset of the horizontal foliation. But this holds for any simple geodesic on O so any two must each lift to a subset of the horizontal foliation, which are then disjoint or (by π 1 (O) invariance) equal. If the two geodesics lift to disjoint collections then their projections are also disjoint, meaning any two distinct simple geodesics on T cannot intersect.
Conversely assume O is a translation orbifold covered by a translation torus T given by (dev, ρ). Then ρ(a) and ρ(b) are linearly independent translations, each preserving each component of a family of parallel lines descending to closed intersecting geodesics on T , further descending to intersecting geodesics on O.
Cone tori behave quite differently than this. Recall that any generators α, β = π 1 (Σ) have geodesic representatives through the cone point and cutting along these gives a constant-curvature parallelogram with side pairings. A simple argument in absolute geometry shows that these side parings must preserve the full lines connecting the midpoints of the paired edges, and so these represent intersecting closed geodesics on Σ in the same free homotopy classes as α, β. The rest of this section is devoted to showing this property remains true in the limit.
To fix notation, let X t be a sequence of conjugates of a fixed constant-curvature geometry converging to Heis within RP 2 , and let Σ t be a sequence of H t conesurfaces, converging as projective structures to Σ ∞ . The developing pairs for the associated incomplete structures (Σ t ) → Σ are (dev t , ρ t ). Cutting along the geodesic representatives through the cone point gives a sequence of marked parallelograms, here we describe this from the developing-map perspective.
Let Σ denote the punctured surface and ( Σ , q) → (Σ , q) a fixed universal cover. Let a t , b t be the geodesic representatives of the fixed π 1 -generators through the cone point, andã,b all their lifts to Σ , producing a tiling by ideal quadrilaterals. Let Q t denote the quadrilateral containing q, and A t , B t the covering transformations pairing opposing sides. Then Q t = dev t ( Q t ) is a sequence of X t quadrilaterals with side pairings A t = hol t ( A t ), B t = hol t ( B t ), and Q t → Q ∞ ⊂ RP 2 , A t , B t → A ∞ , B ∞ ∈ PGL(3, R) following from the convergence of the developing pair. Proof. For any t, the side pairing A t preserves the projective line α t connecting the H t midpoints of the paired sides. As t → ∞ this sequence subconverges to a projective line α ∞ . As A t (α t ) = α t for all t, it follows that A ∞ (α ∞ ) = α ∞ . A little more thought shows that α ∞ intersects the pair of opposite sides of Q paired by A ∞ . Let t , λ t be the sides of Q t paired by A t , with t → and λ t → λ. Let N and N λ be compact neighborhoods of , λ respectively. Then for sufficiently large t, we have t ⊂ N and λ t ⊂ N λ , meaning that α t intersects both N and N λ for all sufficiently large t. But the space of lines passing through the compact set N ∪ N λ is compact and so α ∞ intersects each of these. But this holds for all compact neighborhoods N and N λ , meaning α ∞ actually intersects and λ. Thus, α ∞ descends to a closed geodesic α ∞ on T . Similarly for B.
Proposition 7.3. The limiting closed geodesics α ∞ , β ∞ intersect.
Proof. As α t , β t intersect ∂Q t in the X t midpoints of opposing sides, they divide Q t into four congruent quadrilaterals. Thus the lines α t , β t intersect at the geometric center of Q t and so the corresponding closed geodesics intersect on Σ t at the point metrically farthest from the cone point. It follows that in the limit the lines α ∞ , β ∞ intersect at the center of Q ∞ , and so it only remains to show that α ∞ and β ∞ have not collapsed to be the same closed geodesic. But this is clearly absurd as for all t, α t lies in a distinct free homotopy class from β t .
Theorem 7.1. Let X be a constant curvature geometry and Σ t a sequence of X t cone tori. Then if Σ t converges to a projective structure Σ ∞ , this limiting torus contains intersecting closed geodesic representatives for every pair of generators of π 1 .
Corollary 7.1.1. No shear torus Σ is the limit of any sequence of constantcurvature cone tori, and thus no shear Heisenberg torus regenerates along any limit X t → Hs 2 .
Deformation spaces of Other Heisenberg Orbifolds
We return to the general classification problem, and utilize the description of D(T ) to understand the deformation space of other Heisenberg orbifolds. We denote by Σ(n 1 , . . . , n k ) the orbifold with underlying space the closed surface Σ and k cone points of order n 1 , . . . This further restricts the possible topologies of Heisenberg orbifolds. In particular, any torsion in the fundamental group is represented faithfully by the holonomy so orbifolds may only have corner reflectors and cone points of order two.
Corollary 8.0.1. If O is a Heisenberg orbifold, necessarily O is T 2 , the Klein bottle K, and the pillowcase P = S 2 (2, 2, 2, 2) or one of their quotients: the annulus A, the Mobius band M , the square D 2 (∅; 2, 2, 2, 2), D 2 (2, 2; ∅), D 2 (2; 2, 2) and RP 2 (2, 2), . 
Proof. Let ρ ∈ X (π 1 (O) be any representation restricting to an element of D(Q). By completeness ρ| π1(Q) is faithful and acts properly continuously on Hs 2 . As π 1 (Q) ⊂ π 1 (O) is a finite index essential subgroup, ρ is then also faithful, and acts properly discontinuously. Thus ρ ∈ D(O).
This provides an inductive strategy for computing the remaining orbifold deformation spaces. Given D(Q) and a covering map Q → O we identify D(O) with the collection of all extensions of ρ ∈ X (π 1 (Q)) to π 1 (O) up to Heis conjugacy fixing ρ. The remainder of this section is devoted to computing the deformation spaces listed in Table 1 . Proposition 8.3. For the square pillowcase P = S 2 (2, 2, 2, 2), the restriction map res : X (π 1 (P )) → X (π 1 (T )) is an embedding on D(P ) with image the translation tori, D(
Proof. The twofold branched cover T → S 2 (2, 2, 2, 2) = P exhibits π 1 (P ) as a Z 2 extension of π 1 (T ) = a, b by r with rar = a −1 , rbr = b −1 . Thus D(P ) is parameterized by pairs [ρ, R] for R conjugating images under ρ to their inverses. Any orientation-preserving element of order two in Heis is a π-rotation about some point p ∈ Hs 2 . Rotations only conjugate translations to their inverses so ρ is the holonomy of a translation torus. Given any translation torus ρ(r, φ, 
The annulus A has mirror double cover T → A exhibiting π 1 (A) as a Z 2 = f extension of π 1 (T ) with rar = a, rbr = b −1 . Thus D(A) is parameterized by pairs [ρ, F ] with ρ ∈ D(T ) and F satisfying the relations above with respect to ρ(a), ρ(b) up to simultaneous conjugacy. For each ρ with ρ(a) a horizontal translation, there is a one-parameter family of solutions F to the system ad F (ρ * (a)) = ρ * (a), ad F (ρ * (b)) = −ρ * (b) coming from the relations above. All solutions are conjugate via conjugacies fixing ρ to a reflection across the horizontal, diag{1, −1, 1}, so there is a unique annulus quotient corresponding to each ρ ∈ D(T ) with cos(φ) = 0. If ρ(a) is not a horizontal translation, the system of equations above only has solutions when ρ ∈ D(T ) is an axis aligned translation torus with ρ(a) vertical, ρ(b) horizontal and F = diag{−1, 1, 1}.
The Klein bottle K has orientation double cover T → K corresponding to π 1 (K) = x, b | xbx −1 = b −1 with π 1 (T ) = x 2 , b so D(K) is parameterized by pairs [ρ, X] for ρ ∈ D(T ) and X 2 = ρ(a) satisfying Xρ(b)X −1 ρ(b) = I. As orientation reversing elements of Heis square to translations, ρ(a) ∈ Tr, and we distinguish two cases depending on the component X lies in.
If X ∈ diag{−1, 1, 1}Heis 0 reflects across the vertical and conjugates ρ(b) ∈ Heis 0 to its inverse, ρ(b) cannot have any vertical translation component, and so preserves the horizontal foliation. 2 )} Proof. These three orbifolds are twofold covered by S 2 (2, 2, 2, 2), and all Heisenberg structures on this orbifold are twofold covered by translation tori. Thus the restriction map X (π 1 (O)) → X has image contained in Hom(Z 2 , Tr)/Heis. The orbifolds D 2 (2, 2; ∅) and D 2 (∅; 2, 2, 2, 2) are also covered by the annulus, and the only translation annuli are axis aligned. An easy computation then shows each such axis aligned torus has a unique D 2 (2, 2; ∅) and D 2 (∅; 2, 2, 2, 2) quotient. The orbifold RP 2 (2, 2) arises as a fourfold quotient of the torus by glide reflections x, y such that π 1 (T 2 ) = x 2 , y 2 . As seen in the Proposition 8.4, each glide reflection squaring to a generator of π 1 (T 2 ) is along an axis of R 2 , so in this case the torus cover must be an axis-aligned translation torus. It is easy to see that each such admits a unique RP 2 (2, 2) quotient.
Proposition 8.6. The restriction X (π 1 (D 2 (2; 2, 2))) → X (π 1 (T )) is an embedding on DD 2 (2; 2, 2)) with image x {[ρ(r, x, }. Proof. This orbifold is the quotient of the pillowcase by a reflection passing through two opposing cone points. Algebraically this is an extension of π 1 (P ) by f = Z 2 satisfying f af = b, f bf = a, f rf = r −1 . If [ρ, R, F ] is a triple satisfying these relations then [ρ, R] ∈ D(P ) shows ρ is a translation torus and a further computation in coordinates gives cos φ = ± sin φ. Each of these admits a unique solution for F a reflection in a vertical or horizontal line.
